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Dr. Allan Goodman with rescued Iraqi scholars who have now returned to the country.
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International Education (www.iie.org; IIE) is Department of State; most of the world knows
the leading not-for-profit organization in the field Fulbright. Survivors of the Holocaust know us beof international educational exchange and de- cause of our work in scholar rescue and historians
velopment training. IIE conducts research on in- know us because the first Assistant Director of IIE
ternational academic mobility and administers the was Edward R. Murrow, who began his career in
Fulbright Program sponsored by the United States international outreach by broadcasting through
Department of State, as well as over 250 other cor- us. Many corporate and foundation leaders know
porate, government, and privately sponsored pro- us because we manage top-quality custom scholgrams. Since its founding in 1919, the institute has arship and fellowship programs for companies
also rescued scholars threatened by war, terrorism, such as GE, Western Union, Alcoa, and Exxonand repression. Rescued scholars, Fulbrighters, Mobil, to name a few. While we are well known
and alumni of Institute-administered programs in the international higher education community,
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we are not a household name because we often
work behind the scenes to ensure the success of
How broad is the range of programs at IIE these programs.
and what kind of impact have they had?
What matters to us most is getting results –
One impact is saving individual lives. We started exchanging people, saving lives, and saving
our scholar rescue work by rescuing scholars caught knowledge and this is made possible only by the
in the crossfire of the Bolshevik Revolution – and we generous support of our sponsors and donors.
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Why has IIE’s Scholar Rescue Fund ®
(SRF) been so effective?
Our program’s effectiveness is based on
our careful process of choosing the most senior
and most threatened scholars in the world today, making grants to get them immediately out
of harm’s way, and helping them find a safe
haven via a host university. We have rescued
nearly 500 scholars from 50 countries over the
past 10 years. It’s important to be single-minded
in our focus on the fact that our job is to rescue
scholars and save their lives and knowledge.
On the scholarship management side, our
focus is to do all we can to increase opportunity, widen access, and to make international
awareness a part of everybody’s education.
What was the impetus behind launching the Iraq Scholar Rescue Project in 2007?
We were asked by the Minister of Higher
Education in Iraq to save his scholars – by then,
about 300 had been assassinated and it was clear
that the sectarian militia were targeting each
other’s academics because they were the most respected scientists. He determined that 300 could
grow to 500, as people were facing threats daily.
The most important thing we could do
was to respond quickly, but do so in a way
that didn’t promote brain drain. That is why of
the 265 Iraqi scholars we have rescued, more
than 42 percent have now returned to Iraq. We
also placed a large number in Jordan, so they
would be closer to their homes and relatives.
We’re dealing with very accomplished scholars; to withdraw all of them and bring them
to places from which they might never want
to return would hurt the countries as they end
wars and begin post-war reconstruction.
The other important concept here is one of
leverage. Universities match the SRF funds and
donors can fund or endow specific chairs. Every
dollar we raise is leveraged by other sources,
making it go a lot further than a program that is
solely funded by one source.
In terms of promoting international
development, how critical is implementing
metrics to track impact?
The single question we ask everybody is, not
only how did this change your life, but what impact
have you been able to have throughout your career?
There are 68 Nobel prizes that have been awarded
to alumni of IIE-administered programs and trustees. Every one of our grantees and sponsors today
has the potential of finding someone who will do
something that will win a Nobel Prize.
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